
Participant  

Country   Passport No.  

Address  

Phone   Email  

LINE ID   WeChat  

Bank Info (for prize proceeds) 

Beneficiary’s Account Name    Beneficiary’s Account #  

Beneficiary’s Bank   SWIFT CODE  

Beneficiary’s Bank Address 

Team Name     Agent Name  

Pigeons

1. 

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

No. Ring No. Color Pedigree (Y/N)

Terms and Conditions :
1. The entry fee is 150 Euro per pigeon. The entry fee for the first pigeon must be paid upfront.
2. For every 1-12 pigeons, an entry fee of 150 Euro must be paid in advance. The remaining pigeons after 100 km.- qualifying round must be activated within 5 days by paying an activation fee at 150 Euro 

per a reserved pigeon.
3. Any lost pigeon can be replaced by the participant within July 31, 2022. The organizer will inform the participant for the replacement.
4. After a 5 day-activated period, the pigeons, which are not activated, are transferred their rights to the organizer. The free activated pigeons will be opened to any participant to activate at 150 Euro per 

pigeon. The participants who activate those pigeons shall have all rights of the pigeons  i.e., the prize money, and the auction money. The activated pigeons can be replaced for lost pigeons in the team.
5. The participants sending 12 pigeons or more at the beginning have the right to race for the Team Championship.
6. The participants sending less than 12 pigeons at the beginning must activate additional pigeons for a full team of 12 pigeons for the Team Championship.
7. After the competition is finished, the following pigeons shall be auctioned of which the pigeon’s owner shall receive 60% of the auction proceeds net after Thailand’s withholding tax:

- 1st – 110th rank of 530 km. FCI Final Race and all ranks of Ace Pigeon
- 1st – 3rd ranks of 430 km. Semi Final, 330 km. Hot Spot 3, 260 km. Hot Spot 2, and 210 km. Hot Spot 1 
- 111th rank onwards of 530 km. FCI Final Race only for the imported pigeons from foreign participants (pigeons of Thai participants shall be returned to the participants.)

8. The prizes and the auction proceeds shall be paid after the deduction of Thailand’s withholding tax.

I confirm that I have read and agree to the terms and conditions as above.

Registration Form

Signature 

Name   Date 


